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Consonni radio with AZ 

CONTEMPORARY ART / ARTISTIC RESIDENCIES (Tues.)    
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The consonni publishing company has been in residence 
at AZ since 2018. Within this context, the radio station 
consonni radio with AZ was created to experiment with 
the spoken word and radio broadcasting as a way of 
disseminating culture. 

«We invite you to stream our broadcasts or 
accompany us during the recording at our cozy 
radio studio located in the atrium. You can also 
listen to us online on the consonni website, on 
the AZ website or on radio platforms such as 
ivoox.» 
Voices in the Garden with journalist Alicia San Juan 
continues with new episodes throughout 2019, and in 
addition three new programs have been added:  

First, the sound artist and producer Xabier Erkizia will host 
a radio program about the radio: Cerca del cielo no se vive 
bien. Historias del éter.  

Through the prism of various 20th century personalities, this 
program examines not only the different forms this medium 
has assumed since its inception but also the forms it could 
have taken.  

What would Barbarella do? is a radio program in which 
Arrate Hidalgo (translator and co-organizer of the feminist 
science fiction festival, Ansible Fest) dissects key themes 
of modern-day feminism through science fiction. Scalpel in 
hand, she takes a speculative text and extracts a debate 
from it in search of mutations into other fictional accounts 
and contemporary feminist thought. She is accompanied 
by the critic Laura Lazcano in her audiovisual section.

To round out the line-up we will add one more program 
from the public call for proposals that ended on 1 March 
and that is still being decided. The information will be 
published on the Azkuna Zentroa and consonni websites

consonni

Every Tuesday
6:00pm
Atrium of Cultures
Free admission 
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